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Choose ONE big question (entire question is bolded)--i.e. about theme, organization, or character--AND 
ONE narrower question that requires a closer reading of two named two poems. Prepare notes that can be 
used as references for a possible on-demand written analysis and/or Socratic circle. Your notes should 
include noticings about specific lines (e.g., how tools like diction, figurative language, perspective 
support Walker’s purpose) and connections/observations about the cumulative effect of lines.  
 
You should review notes and focus texts BEFORE coming to your first 2014-2015 junior English class so 
that you can speak intelligently about the text. “I don’t remember…” or “I read this at the beginning of 
the summer…” are NOT acceptable responses.  
 
It is highly recommended that you purchase your own text. If you cannot do this, you should absolutely 
copy those poems about which you take notes. 
  
How does the organization of the text support the writer's purpose?  
Frank X Walker divides his book into five separate sections: "Dixie Suite"; "Southern Dreams"; 
"Look Away, Look Away"; "The Gallant South"; and "Bitter Fruit". 

• Why does he organize the book in this way? 
• What is the significance of each section title separately and collectively?  
• What distinctive themes, etc. characterize each section of the text? 

(this is ALL ONE question) 
 
Walker arranges the poems "Bighearted" and "Anatomy of Hate" side by side in his text. How do the 
messages of these two texts simultaneously contradict and reinforce each other? 
  
How does the writer use the tool of comparison and contrast to strengthen his message? 
The poems "One Mississippi, Two Mississippis" and "The Ambiguity Over the Southern Flag" depict 
very different versions of the South. Does Walker just tell us what we already know, OR does he 
advance new ideas about these separate existences?  
   
  
What big ideas does the writer advance? What does he want us to do with his message? 
The poems "Unwritten Rules for Young Black Boys Wanting to Live in Mississippi Long Enough to 
Become Men" and "Haiku for Emmett Till," among other poems in this text describe unwritten 
rules that operate apart from and outside the official law. What does the existence of such rules 
suggest about society? What broken rules led to Emmett Till's death? Do such unwritten rules exist 
today? For instance, what "Unwritten Rules for Young Black Boys..." could have been written that, 
if followed, would have saved Treyvon Martin?  
  
What attitudes toward the election of Barack Obama does the text convey? How does the poet 
connect these attitudes to the events of 1963? 
   
What explanations for racism does Walker advance in the text? 
  
How does the writer develop character... 



Trace the development of one of the central figures in this text over THREE or more poems. What 
cohesive picture of the person begins to develop? What does each separate poem add that would be 
missing without that particular poem? 
 
How does the writer use voice and tone… 
In the Introduction, Walker explains that there are 5 primary speakers plus a 6th speaker that acts 
like a Greek chorus.  He goes on to say that, "Medgar Evers's voice is silent…but his presence, like 
a ghost, speaks loudly throughout the poems" (xxiii-xxiv). Using three poems by three different 
speakers, describe how Medgar Evers's is present within those three voices.  Examine how the 
writers uses word choice to determine the tone of the speaker, poem and presence of Evers. 
 
Because everything comes back to relationship... 
In the poems "Fireproof" and "Listening to Music" Walker examines the relationships of Willie and 
Byron De La Beckwith and Myrlie and Medgar Evers. What is the purpose of these examinations--both 
taken separately and seen in contrast with each other?   
 


